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SLOVENIA
Green. Active. Healthy.

DISCOVER SLOVENIA IN 
YOUR OWN WAY!
You can discover the right accommodation for 
you anywhere in Slovenia, with a tent, caravan, 
motorhome or only your personal luggage, in an 
organised but completely natural environment!

Campsites and motorhome rest areas as well as original 
glamping accommodation are available in Slovenia from 
the Alps all the way to the Mediterranean, Karst, 
and the Pannonian Plain. Since everything is close in 
Slovenia, you can decide to travel from place to place, 
staying in touch with nature, or choose a starting point 
from which you can explore all of the country, with the 
selected holiday location providing everything you could 
need for a pleasant stay.

Camps, glamping accommodation, and motorhome rest 
areas are close to natural and cultural specificities 
of the area. The views from your campsite can reach to 
the highest peaks and the wildest waters of Slovenia, 
to the Adriatic Sea, or the uniqueness of the karst cave 
landscapes, vineyard hills and the attractions of the green 
countryside. You will always be close to possibilities 
for activities in nature. All of Slovenia can offer hiking 
and cycling experiences, and you will often be close to 
excellent locations for water and air sport activities. 
In summer and in winter! Many Slovenian camps have 
playgrounds, entertainment, and pools available for 
children, and many offer guided tours and organised trips 
allowing you to really experience Slovenia.

Wherever you go, you can find authentic local cuisine. 
Slovenia was the first country in the world to earn the 
title of Green Destination as a whole, and will become a 
European Region of Gastronomy in 2021.

You can rely on the expected quality of equipment and 
services when choosing your camping destination in 
Slovenia. The Camping Association of Slovenia is a 
member of the European Federation of Campingsite 
Organisations and Holiday Park Associations.

Vienna

Zagreb
Venice

München
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So
ča

population of

2,067,000 

20,273 km2  
surface area

10,000 km2 
forest surface area, making 

Slovenia the 3rd most 
forested country in Europe

26,000 km 
length of watercourses

46.6 km 
coastline

2,864 m 
highest peak, Mt. Triglav

over 10,000  
karst caves 

13.29 % 
of the surface covered by 

protected areas

Ljubljana 
the capital

Slovenian 
the official language (and 
Hungarian and Italian in 
ethnically mixed regions)

1 May 2004 
accession to the European 

Union
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 1.
country in the world with the title of

Global Green Destination 

The Green Scheme of the Slovenian tourism, 
the original Slovenian national certification system, which has received 

professional acclaim around the world, is based on international assessments of 
quality and sustainability. 

 6 
UNESCO 

listings of natural, cultural and intangible heritage 

 15 
natural spas 

 20 May 
At Slovenia’s initiative, the United Nations proclaimed 20 May as World Bee Day, 
a day for raising awareness about the extraordinary significance of bees for the 

survival of humankind. 
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4 
geographical regions: 

Alps, Mediterranean, Karst, Pannonian basin

1
Alpine Slovenia

Mediterranean &  
Karst Slovenia

3

Thermal Pannonian 
Slovenia

Ljubljana & Central Slovenia
4

2

4 seasons destination for

 days 
of experiences

 Climate 

and temperature:

Mediterraneanin 
the coastal region

Continental
in Central Slovenia

Alpine 
in the mountains

JUL 23.8°C / 73.4 F 21.6°C / 69.8 F 17.7°C / 62.6  F 7.4°C / 44.6 F

JAN 4.6°C / 39.2 F 0.4°C / 32 F -3.7°C / 26.6 F -7.7°C / 19.4 F

Portorož • 2 m Novo mesto • 220 m Rateče • 846 m Kredarica • 2514 m

Average daily temperature 2004 – 2013 in the locations indicated. Figures from ARSO archives.
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When choosing the right Slovenian 
campsite for you, you can rely on state 
categorisation

In accordance with Slovenian regulations, 
all Slovenian campsites are spatially 
functionally rounded, fenced, protected 
and lit at night. Access roads are always 
at least 3 metres wide. Campsite pitches 
are flat and tidy, with a parking area at 
the entrance. Regulations also provide for 
safekeeping of valuable items, a secure fire 
pit, a space to clean chemical toilets and 
drain faecal waste water, as well as at least 
three metres of space between tents. Each 
camping pitch is guaranteed 200 litres of 
running water per day. All camps have a 
regulated system for handling complaints 
from guests.

All campsites in Slovenia, with the 
exception of tourist farms camping, have 
obligatory star categorisation (from 1 to 5) 
indicating the category of equipment and 
service quality. More stars mean a higher 
category.
 

ONE STAR CAMPS« 
The average size of the area for pitching a 
tent is at least 55 square metres.
At least 40 percent of camping pitches 
have electric hook-ups.
 

TWO STAR CAMPS««
The average size of the area for pitching a 
tent is at least 60 square metres.
At least 50 percent of camping pitches 
have electric hook-ups.
The campsite has an internet access 
option. 

THREE STAR CAMPS«««
The average size of the area for pitching a 
tent is at least 70 square metres.
At least 70 percent of camping pitches 
have electric hook-ups.
Camps also have:
• an internet corner,
• a children’s playground,
• organised recreation for guests,
• a shop with food, and a restaurant or 

café, if there are no food and beverage 
establishments within 500 metres of the 
site.

 STARS FOR EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES IN   
 SLOVENIAN CAMPS
 

Discover original accommodation, 
connected to nature, in all Slovenian 
regions

According to Slovenian regulations, innovative 
accommodation in a natural environment 
with a touch of luxury is above standard 
supplemental offer of various accommodation 
and food establishments. In addition to camps, 
glamping can also be available at hotels, motels, 
pensions, inns, bed and breakfasts, and holiday 

FOUR STAR CAMPS««««
The average size of the area for pitching a 
tent is at least 80 square metres.
At least 80 percent of camping pitches 
have electric hook-ups, and at least 30 
percent of camping pitches are marked.
Camps also have:
• wireless internet connection at 50 

percent of camping pitches,
• shop selling food,
• common social area for guests.

FIVE STAR CAMPS«««««
The average size of the area for pitching a 
tent is at least 90 square metres.
All camping pitches have electric hook-ups, 
and at least 50 percent of camping pitches 
are marked.
Camps also have:
• wireless internet connection for all  

camping pitches,
• hot water throughout,
• restaurant and shop selling food.

 ABOVE STANDARD GLAMPING  
 IN SLOVENIA

apartments. There is no official categorisation 
for glamping, but we have assessment 
criteria of specialised companies, who award 
categories to glamping sites (e.g. stars) as part 
of their brands. Minimum standards for every 
glamping accommodation site are sanitation, 
running water, and waste recycling containers.

Glamping in Slovenia has been developing 
for decades. Accommodation is possible in 
wine barrels, treehouses, beehives, hay barns, 

wooden (also heated) tents and cabins, cabins 
on water, Indian tipi tents and oriental yurts, 
cowboy carriages, traditional Pannonian 
thatched houses, Celtic chalets, luxury mobile 
homes, cottages shaped like hayracks or mills, 
safari tents and much more. You can glamp 
in almost any natural environment ‒ from 
vineyards to the mountains, lakes, or parks. 
Slovenia also has glamping resorts, such as 
green villages, glamping parks, eco glamping 
sites and eco-friendly boutique tourism areas.
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 RELIABLE MOTORHOME REST AREAS
Stopping at a Slovenian rest area 
ensures a peaceful stay

Slovenian regulations define motorhome 
sites as rounded, spatially and functionally 
regulated and equipped land areas 

intended for motorhome parking for the 
purpose of rest. The rest areas have an 
entrance ramp, flat surface with marked 
vehicle parking spots, electric hook-ups for 
all marked parking spots, running water, 
waste recycling containers and an area to 
drain black and grey water tanks.

Motorhome rest areas in Slovenia are not 
required to have a café or restaurant, but 
those are often close to the parking site. 
Slovenian motorhome rest areas are not 
categorised.

PICTOGRAM LEGEND

* additional facilities up to 4 kilometres from the accommodation site

option to rent a hot bath

option to rent private 
bathrooms

room service (breakfast 
or dinner available with 
accommodation)

option to order services 
massages available

toilet facilities for people 
with reduced mobility

washing machines

dryers

chemical disposal point

motorhome grey water and 
toilet disposal point

option to rent a bungalow

option to rent a caravan

option to rent a tent

internet corner

free Wi-Fi

option to refill gas cylinders

pets allowed

shop

restaurant

beach

swimming pool - open

swimming pool - covered

no shade

partially shaded

completely shaded

entertainment for guests

children’s mini club

children’s playground

tennis court

bicycle rental

beach volleyball

mini golf

golf*

fishing*

water sports

sauna

water park

canoe rental

fitness studio

wellness

climbing wall

paragliding

adrenaline park

option to rent a kitchen

option to rent a refrigerator

option to rent a freezer

drinking water

electric vehicle charging 
stations

coffee shop

toilets

swimming*

sports grounds*

hiking

cycling

cultural attractions*

natural attractions*

horse riding*

hunting*

skiing*

bicycle camp

specialised accommodation 
for hikers

specialised accommodation 
for cyclists
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Viri: Kartografska osnova in tematski podatki Kartografija d.o.o.
Državna meja Geodetska uprava RS, februar 2018
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 Highway

 Expressway

 Regional road

 Side road

 Railway line

 International border crossing

 Interstate border crossing

   International airport

   Natural spa

   UNESCO sites of natural, cultural,  
    and intangible heritage
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ALPINE 
SLOVENIA

Being active  
in the highest mountains  

and the wildest waters 
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Alpine Slovenia a world of friendly, accessible hills 
and mountains. On one side of the country, the 
natural treasures of the Julian Alps are protected by 
the mythical Goldhorn, and on the other the Pohorje 
Massif reaches all the way to Maribor, the town with 
the world’s oldest vine. 

Slovenian highest peaks and the most picturesque 
rivers, lakes, and waterfalls allow you to combine your 
choice of camping, glamping, or caravanning with 

hiking and cycling in the Julian Alps, Kamnik–Savinja 
Alps, and Pohorje. 

The camps in Alpine Slovenia are also connected to 
excellent water sport options, such as lake rowing or 
rafting, kayaking or canoeing on crystal-clear rivers. 
True challenges are also available for fans of fishing 
and fly fishing. 

Discover Alpine Slovenia responsibly. Arrange guided 
tours in camps! 

B
le

d
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Camping Bled 
Kidričeva 10c, SI-4260 Bled

t +386 (0)4 575 20 00
e info@camping-bled.com
www.camping-bled.com

operating times: 1. 4. − 15. 10.

surface area: 12 ha
no. of pitches: 280 / no. of persons: 900

GPS: N 46.3617, E 14.0821

       

       

       

    

ON THE SHORE OF SLOVENIA’S MOST  
BEAUTIFUL LAKE

Choosing a green valley that touches the shore of Lake Bled for your destination in 
nature, you can indulge in relaxation by the water in the soothing Alpine climate, or make 
your vacation more adventurous by cycling, hiking, rafting, exploring canyons or enjoying 
other outdoor experiences. The campsite by the famous lake is an excellent starting point 
to explore Slovenia. 

CAMPING BLED«««««

DISCOVER BLED, THE 
ALPS, AND SLOVENIA 
Bled will amaze you with its lake and 
island, castle on the cliff, nearby Vintgar 
gorge, and other natural and cultural 
attractions. Slovenia’s highest mountains 
awaken the desire for outdoor activities. 
The capital of Slovenia is only a 40 
minute drive away. All of Slovenia’s 
diversity is accessible from the camp in 
one of Europe's most beautiful Alpine 
resorts!
 

1
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Camping Šobec
Šobčeva cesta 25, SI-4248 Lesce

t +386 (0)4 53 53 700
e camping@sobec.si

www.sobec.si

operating times: April – October

surface area: 15 ha
no. of pitches: 500 / no. of persons: 2000

GPS: N 46.3548, E 14.1502

      

       

       

       

     

AMONG THE PINE TREES BY CRYSTAL CLEAR 
WATERS – YOUR PLACE IN NATURE

Sheltered by the mighty Karawanks and Julian Alps, between the extremely clean Sava 
Dolinka river and Šobec natural lake with a beach, a camp that exceeds expectations has 
been welcoming visitors for over 60 years. The camping pitches and wooden cabins are 
surrounded by pine trees emphasising the peacefulness of natural living. The sporting 
facilities and beautiful surrounding towns and villages allow for recreation and selected 
adrenaline experiences. Meet Camp Šobec – a unique piece of nature that will help you 
escape the loud reality of daily life and re-establish internal balance.

CAMPING ŠOBEC«««««

TASTE THE LOCAL 
DELICACIES
In addition to a shop and sporting 
facilities, the camp features an 
excellent restaurant, built from wood 
in the typical Gorenjska regional 
style. Here you can taste the home-
made Gorenjska cuisine, prepared 
from local ingredients sourced from 
neighbouring farms.

2
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Garden Village Bled
Cesta Gorenjskega odreda 16, SI-4260 Bled

t +386 (0)8 389 92 20
e info@gardenvillagebled.com
www.gardenvillagebled.com

operating times: 1. 4. − 1. 11.

surface area: 1,2 ha
no. of units: 24 / no. of persons: 92

GPS: N 46.3575, E 14.0980

       

       

       

   

THE LUXURY OF TREES AND WATER 

Just 300 metres from Lake Bled, between the trees, pond, creek, and garden, you can find 
astonishing wooden cabins, glamorous tents and tents on a pier. On this sunny estate, 
once a nursery for plants, the trees are not only your companions, but your cohabitants. 
One of the cabins has eight trees growing through its midst! This unique arrangement 
received the Sejalec award for the best idea in Slovenian tourism and the TripAdvisor 
Certificate of Excellence.  

GARDEN VILLAGE BLED

DELICACIES FROM THE 
LOCAL GARDEN

A part of the village is the Vrtnarija 
restaurant, enriching the traditional 
Slovenian cuisine with delicacies from 
their own garden and local farms. 
The tour of the vegetable, herb, and 
fruit garden is one of the powerful 
experiences offered by this unique site 
for a life in contact with nature.

3
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GLAMPING 
RIBNO
LUXURY BETWEEN THE TREES AND THE WATERS 

Eight wooden cabins stand in a spruce forest close to the River Sava and not far from 
Lake Bled. With thoughtfully designed furnishing, a wooden bathtub and separate 
bathroom, they guarantee luxurious comfort. The village of cabins has a communal 
sauna and social area. At the entrance to your cabin you will find a basket of Slovenian 
delicacies, and you can experience other cuisines in the nearby Hotel Ribno.

Glamping Ribno, Slovenska vas 
Izletniška c. 44, SI-4260 Bled 

t +386 (0)4 578 31 00
e info@hotel-ribno.si 
www.hotel-ribno.si 

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 0,17 ha
no. of units: 8 / no. of persons: 32

GPS: N 46.3464, E 14.1196

       

       

  

MOTORHOME REST AREA 
BLED 5

  

Motorhome rest area Bled, Ulica Jule Vovk Molnar 4, SI-4260 Bled 
t +386 (0)41 335 858, e camperstop.bled@gmail.com 
www.bled.si

no. of pitches: 22 

GPS: N 46.3704, E 14.1184

          

          

4

TRAVEL GREEN 
IN SLOVENIA

A delicate natural balance 
In the protected Slovenian natural areas you 

can help preservation efforts by walking on the 

beaten and market paths. Any deviation from the 

intended paths can cause a biotic imbalance. 

Hikers can follow the characteristic red-white 

markings that indicate the alpine footpaths. 
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CAMP 
DANICA««««

CLOSE TO THE MARVELS 
OF THE TRIGLAV NATIONAL PARK 

Lake Bohinj, from which the River Sava Bohinjka flows, is among the most beautiful areas 
of Triglav National Park. Only a few kilometres from the lake, by the stream of this Alpine 
river lies a camp, attracting lovers of nature, offering relaxing recreation and outdoor 
adrenaline challenges, as well as numerous traditional events that take place in Bohinj. 
Nearby, there is a water park with an attractive wellness programme. 

Camp Danica
Triglavska 60, SI-4264 Bohinjska Bistrica

t +386 (0)4 572 17 02
e info@camp-danica.si
www.camp-danica.si

www.tdbohinj.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 4,5 ha
no. of pitches: 250 / no. of persons: 750

GPS: N 46.2746, E 13.9495

       

       

       

       

     

CAMPING 
KAMNE«««

A VIEW OF TRIGLAV 

From this camp in Zgornjesavska Valley, you can enjoy a beautiful view of Triglav, 
Slovenia’s highest mountain. The camp, which features glamping cabins, offers an ideal 
combination of active holidays and peaceful accommodation in nature. Family cycling 
and hiking trips lead to places with typical Alpine architecture, among blossoming 
meadows and to local pubs. Experienced mountain climbers can enjoy an abundance of 
mountain challenges! 

Camping Kamne
Dovje 9, SI-4281 Mojstrana 

t +386 (0)4 589 11 05 
e info@campingkamne.com
www.campingkamne.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 1,2 ha
no. of pitches: 60 / no. of persons: 180

GPS: N 46.4644, E 13.9572

       

      

7

6
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Camp Špik 
Jezerci 15, SI-4282 Gozd Martuljek 

t +386 (0)51 634 466 
e info@camp-spik.si 

www.camp-spik.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 3 ha
no. of pitches: 200 / no. of persons: 600

GPS: N 46.4851, E 13.8374

       

       

    

CAMP ŠPIK«««

UNDER THE FAIRYTALE MOUNTAINS 

In Gozd Martuljek, sheltered by one of the most beautiful mountain ranges in Slovenia, 
the Špik group, a camp with 200 pitches lies in natural shade. Here, you can combine a 
peaceful nature vacation with tours of cultural and natural attractions at the tri-border 
between Slovenia, Austria, and Italy. For the more active, there are over 150 kilometres 
of marked walking paths and 200 kilometres of cycling routes in the immediate vicinity 
of the camp. There are also opportunities for mountain biking, water sports, and air 
challenges. Those who prefer to relax, can enjoy the views from the camp and the local 
cuisine. 

WHERE ADVENTURE 
STARTS 
Camp Špik is an excellent starting 
point for couples and families 
exploring the tourist area of Kranjska 
Gora, a popular alpine centre at the 
edge of Triglav National Park. 

8
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Camp Koren Kobarid
Ladra 1b, SI-5222 Kobarid

t +386 (0)5 389 13 11
e info@kamp-koren.si
www.kamp-koren.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 3,5 ha
no. of pitches: 95 / no. of persons: 380

GPS: N 46.2510, E 13.5868

      

      

       

       

       

   

AN ECO-CAMP BY THE EMERALD RIVER SOČA 

The first Slovenian eco camp connects Triglav National Park and Soča, one of Europe’s 
most beautiful rivers. Only 500 metres from the centre of Kobarid, a town of history and 
a place of excellent cuisine, you can camp with your own equipment or choose between 
eco log cabins and glamping cottages. The camp also has a sauna, salt room, hall, gym, 
electric vehicle charging station, and a defibrillator.

CAMP KOREN KOBARID««««

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY HOLIDAY 
A camp with the EU environmental 
mark, Eco Camping certificate, the Eco 
Daisy, and the European certificate 
for sustainable eco-tourism, it also 
boasts the title Slovenia Green 
Accommodation. Here, everything 
is done with regard to nature and 
preservation of natural resources. 
The camp has herb gardens, and fruit, 
vegetables, and other delicacies are 
available from nearby farms. 

9
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CAMP POLOVNIK
«««	

11

   

Camp Polovnik, Ledina 8, SI-5230 Bovec 
t +386 (0)5 389 60 07, e kamp.polovnik@siol.net 
www.kamp-polovnik.com

operating times: 1. 4. − 15. 10.

surface area: 1,5 ha / no. of pitches: 70 / no. of persons: 250 

GPS: N 46.3359, E 13.5582

          

       

CAMP LEBANČ
««
	 10

   

Camp Lebač, Podbela 52, SI-5223 Breginj
t +386 (0)41 342 057, e info@kamplebanc.com
www.kamplebanc.com

operating times: 1. 4. − 15. 10.

surface area: 1 ha / no. of pitches: 45 / no. of persons: 180 

GPS: N 46.2392, E 13.4479

          

       

CAMP 
ŠENKOVA DOMAČIJA 12

   

Camp Šenkova domačija, Zg. Jezersko 140, SI-4206 Zg. Jezersko 
t +386 (0)31 777 188, e info@senkovadomacija.si
www.senkovadomacija.si

operating times: 15. 4. − 15. 10.

surface area: 1 ha / no. of pitches: 20 / no. of persons: 80 

GPS: N 46.4080, E 14.5208

          

         

TRAVEL GREEN 
IN SLOVENIA

Support local producers: 
farmers, by ordering food made from local 

ingredients, craftsmen, by buying their products, 

and artists by getting to know and buying their 

art. Find the protective mark “Selective Quality 

- Slovenia” indicating farm products and food 

produced and processed in Slovenia. 
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Camp & Fun Park Menina
Varpolje 105, SI-3332 Rečica ob Savinji

t +386 (0)40 525 266
e info@campingmenina.com
www.campingmenina.com

operating times: 15. 4. − 5. 11.

surface area: 10 ha
no. of pitches: 200 / no. of persons: 800

GPS: N 46.3114, E 14.9095

      

       

       

       

    

THE BEST OF UPPER SAVINJA VALLEY 

By the bank of Savinja, an Alpine river starting its path in the nearby picturesque Rinka 
Waterfall, lies what many consider to probably be the best camp in the world! The river 
and lake in the camp allow visitors to cool down in the summer, while the adrenaline park 
with zip-line programmes and the numerous sports opportunities in the extraordinary 
environment offer exciting adventures on the water and hiking or cycling trips in the 
mountains. The camp features a climbing wall, with natural climbing walls nearby. 

CAMP & FUN PARK MENINA««««

BEER, WINE, AND 
COOKING BY A FIRE
The camp restaurant organises a 
tasting of local beers, apple cider, and 
selected Slovenian wines. By tasting 
the wine in the local cellar, you can 
even receive a diploma! Children’s 
entertainment includes evenings by 
the camp fire, where they can learn to 
cook. The fire pit by the campsite is a 
popular social spot. 

13
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Campsite Šmica
Luče − Podveža 1a, SI-3334 Luče 

t +386 (0)3 584 43 30 
e camp.smica@siol.net

www.camp-smica.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 2 ha
no. of pitches: 50 / no. of persons: 150

GPS: N 46.3613, E 14.7363

       

      

     

A SHORT WAY FROM LOGAR VALLEY 

The cover of the forest invites you to the banks of the River Savinja. The town of Luče is 
a picturesque starting point to see famous natural and cultural attractions of the Upper 
Savinja Valley. Walking and hiking paths lead to Logar Valley, Robanov kot, and Matkov 
kot, all the way to Snežna Cave or Velika Planina Pasture. For your accommodation, you 
can choose a tent or caravan, wooden cabin, bungalow, or room. 

CAMPSITE ŠMICA«««

STRETCH YOUR LEGS 
IN YOUR OWN WAY
The accommodation is only the 
starting point for you to discover 
nature. In addition to hiking and 
mountaineering, you can experience 
adrenaline kayaking or raft descents, 
cycling with a rented bicycle, tennis on 
a sand court, or simply wander in the 
luxurious natural surroundings. 

14
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www.slovenia.info
#ifeelsLOVEnia

SLOVENIA. Green. Active. Healthy.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
Share your favourite moments on social media
with #ifeelsLOVEnia. 

GET INSPIRED
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CAMPSITE 
KEKEC«««

CLOSE TO TOWN ALL YEAR ROUND 

Located only six kilometres from Maribor, Slovenia's second biggest city, the camp is 
open all year round, and offers an excellent starting point to visit the Maribor Pohorje 
Massif. The Pohorska Vzpenjača Cable Car will take you to the recreation and famous 
sports event sites. A mountain bike trail, golf driving range, and a sports fishing pond are 
located close to the camp. A shop, bakery, restaurant, and a hotel with swimming pools 
are also nearby. 

Campsite Kekec
Pohorska ulica 35 c, SI-2000 Maribor 

t +386 (0)40 225 386, +386 (0)40 665 732
e bernard@cck.si

www.cck.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 1,5 ha
no. of pitches: 100 / no. of persons: 200

GPS: N 46.5358, E 15.6043

       

     

PANORAMA 
GLAMPING VISOLE
A CONNECTION TO NATURE AT THE FOOT OF POHORJE 

A very special and environmentally friendly glamping cottage is designed following 
a unique concept, bringing you a unique experience among the rolling green hills 
of Slovenska Bistrica, close to Maribor. This intimate and aesthetically polished 
accommodation offers a comfortable romantic getaway or refreshing relaxation for two. It 
is furnished with a luxurious double bed, table, chairs, and dresser.

Panorama Glamping Visole
Visole 63, SI-2310 Slovenska Bistrica 

t +386 (0)51 317 162
e info@panorama-glamping.com
www.panorama-glamping.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 0,4 ha
no. of units: 2 / no. of persons: 7

GPS: N 46.4028, E 15.5338
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Clean, 
fresh and 

unpolluted air

A land of forests 
(58% forest 

cover)

Drinking 
tap water

A safe 
country

Homemade 
organic 

food

Maribor, the centre of the Štajerska Region and the second largest city in Slovenia, will charm you with 
its exceptional natural heritage – from green forests of the Pohorje Mountain Range and sunny wine 

regions, to the Drava River flowing through the city. The European Capital of Culture 2012 prides itself 
on its many cultural and other attractions, the most prominent among them being a Guinness World 

Record Holder, the oldest vine in the world. Maribor enjoys the reputation of a cheerful, hospitable city 
and is renowned as a great wine and culinary destination. Immerse yourself in diverse experiences, 

from discovering city sights and exploring wine-growing hills on foot or by bike, to a refreshing 
paddling trip on the Drava River. Adrenaline lovers can test their limits in a bike park, wake park, 

or an adventure park.

www.visitmaribor.si

Free app
VISIT MARIBOR

SLOVEN IA

Visit a tourist gem not yet discovered 
by the masses!

Glamping in the heart of vineyards!

Camping at the foot 

of the green Pohorje 

Mountain Range forests

Parking areas for motorhomes in the city centre and along the idyllic Drava River

ZZTMB_Oglas_Katalog-kampov_A4_avg2018.indd   3 31. 08. 2018   10:16:40
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COMBINE CAMPING 
AND THE BEST EXPERIENCES IN 

ALPINE SLOVENIA

ENJOY TRIGLAV NATIONAL PARK 
IN A NATURAL FASHION.
The park’s trails will lead you to countless gems of nature. Observe and take photos 
of wildlife in the company of a tour guide or visit multi-vision presentations and 
exhibitions at its tourist information centres.

IN THE SOČA VALLEY.
Enjoy rafting, canyoning, the longest 
zip line in Europe, and other sports 
and adrenalin challenges. Visit natural 
swimming spots or go fishing. Enjoy 
views of the Soča from the air or from 
vantage points on hiking trails. And 
while you certainly don’t want to 
miss out on tasting world-renowned 
culinary delicacies prepared by chef 
Ana Roš, you could drop by at several 
other gastronomic stops by the Soča 
River. 
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ENJOY BOHINJ 
RESPONSIBLY.
Bohinj, a town in the Triglav National 
Park, is a town included in the Alpine 
Pearls network, which supports 
environmentally friendly travel. Travel 
here by public transport. Hop aboard 
the museum train and take a ride 
on the picturesque railway. Visit the 
International Wildflower Festival.

BE SURPRISED IN 
MARIBOR AND 
POHORJE.
The oldest vine in the world awaits you in 
the centre of Maribor. Green hills with 
ski slopes, hiking and mountain trails, 
and the Zreče Health Resort are all just 
a stone’s throw from the city. Feast your 
eyes on the picturesque vineyard-covered 
hills on the outskirts of the city.

ENJOY THE LOGAR 
VALLEY FROM A 
PANORAMA.
You will be taken aback by views of one 
of the most stunning glacial valleys in 
Europe along the Solčava panoramic road. 
Hike to the Rinka Waterfall and visit 
some artisan homesteads in the area.

ENJOY BLED IN A 
COSMOPOLITAN 
FASHION.
Take a ride in a pletna boat to the 
island of Lake Bled, the icon of Alpine 
Slovenia, ring the bell in the church 
for good luck, visit Bled Castle for the 
most impressive views, and taste the 
famous Bled cream cake.

˃ FIND YOUR INSPIRATION: www.slovenia.info
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THERMAL 
PANNONIAN 
SLOVENIA

Well-being 
in the midst of thermal springs 

and vineyard hills
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Thermal Pannonian Slovenia is an area of medicinal 
waters and some of the most beautiful ways to find 
well-being. 13 natural health resorts, proven to be 
effective, are located in the landscape of vineyard hills, 
welcoming farms with a hearty cuisine, and numerous 
castles. The stories of some of the once most powerful 
noble families in Europe will excite your imagination. 

Numerous camps in the area are connected to thermal 
spas, water parks, and wellness centres. They amaze 
with courts for various sports and marked hiking and 
cycling paths, suitable also for easy family wanderings. 
You can also discover interesting golf courses!
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BY THE PLAYFUL WATERS OF A THERMAL PARK 

This camp of the highest category ensures relaxation in a peaceful surroundings and 
enjoyment of thermal waters from April to October. The camp’s guests have free entrance 
to Aqualuna Thermal Park, a summer water complex with over 3 thousand m2 of water 
surfaces, and the covered pool of Hotel Breza. Nearby, there is also the Termalija Relax 
pool complex featuring pools, geysers, whirlpools, and water massages. The camp has 
beach volleyball and tennis courts. 

CAMP NATURA«««««

Camp Natura
Zdraviliška cesta 24, SI-3254 Podčetrtek

t +386 (0)3 829 78 36
e booking@terme-olimia.com

www.terme-olimia.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 1 ha
no. of pitches: 46 / no. of persons: 200

GPS: N 46.1653, E 15.6047

       

       

      

   

COMFORT IN HOLIDAY 
HOMES
In addition to the excellent areas for 
motorhomes, caravans, and tents, 
the camp also offers wooden holiday 
cabins, distinguished by modern 
equipped kitchens and bathrooms 
with satellite television programs. 
Dogs are welcome in the camp! The 
surrounding area is great for walks, 
hikes, and recreation in nature.

17
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BOUTIQUE HOLIDAYS UNDER THE STARRY SKY 

Above the springs of Terme Olimia wellness centre you can choose the glamorous 
comfort of a boutique design resort with luxuriously and stylishly furnished tents. Each 
has its own bathroom, air conditioning, some even have a kitchen and private whirlpool. 
In the morning, a basked with a breakfast of home-made delicacies from local farms will 
be waiting for you on your tent’s patio. Guests have free entry to Aqualuna Thermal Park 
and the Termalija Relax pools. 

GLAMPING 
OLIMIA ADRIA VILLAGE

Glamping Olimia Adria Village
Zdraviliška cesta 24, SI-3254 Podčetrtek 

t +386 (0)3 829 78 36 
e booking@terme-olimia.com 

www.terme-olimia.com

operating times: 27. 4. − 12. 10.

 surface area: 1 ha
no. of units: 20 / no. of persons: 62

GPS: N 46.1652, E 15.6051
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Terme Čatež
Topliška cesta 35, SI-8250 Brežice 

t +386 (0)7 620 78 10 
e info@terme-catez.si
www.terme-catez.si 

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 14 ha
no. of pitches: 300 / no. of persons: 1.130

GPS: N 45.8903, E 15.6242

       

       

       

       

   

EXCELLENCE IN ANY SEASON 

The camp, which has received numerous awards, has modern power supply hook-ups for 
motorhomes and completely equipped camp pitches, and is open for visitors to enjoy 
nature and the thermal spa with multiple pools all year round. The mild climate allows 
for an active holiday in summer and in winter. A wide choice of sports and recreational 
activities is available alongside entertainment programmes, and the guests love the pools 
and water attractions of the Thermal Riviera. Children’s playgrounds are available for our 
youngest guests. 

ABOVE STANDARD 
STAY BY THE LAKE
The complex features a sandy beach 
volleyball court, as well as basketball 
and tennis courts. In addition to the 
excellent standard areas, the above 
standard pitches by the lake are also 
available. The camp is an excellent 
starting point for hiking and cycling 
wanderings in the surrounding areas. 

TERME ČATEŽ, 
TERME VILLAGE - CAMP«««««

ADAC

TIPP
2018

19
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Terme Čatež
Topliška cesta 35, SI-8250 Brežice 

t +386 (0)7 620 78 10 
e info@terme-catez.si
www.terme-catez.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 1 ha
no. of units: 110 / no. of persons: 570

GPS: N 45.8898, E 15.6227

       

       

       

    

A PICTURESQUE HOLIDAY VILLAGE NEXT TO THE 
BIGGEST WATER PARK

Right by the Terme Čatež Thermal Riviera, featuring the largest pool complex in Slovenia 
and the surrounding areas, a holiday village of 3-star apartment houses and mobile 
homes is located. Apartments*** for up to five persons are the ideal choice for families, 
while the superbly furnished mobile homes offer perfect comfort for up to six persons. 
The sunny terraces feature views to the water park with multiple thermal water pools. 

TERME ČATEŽ,  
TERME VILLAGE - APARTMENTS 
AND MOBILE HOMES

ATTRACTIVE FOR 
RELAXATION 365 DAYS 
IN THE YEAR
Over 12 thousand m2 of water surfaces of 
the unique winter and summer Thermal 
Riviera will amaze you with the waves, 
lazy river, children’s water park, slides 
and toboggans, underwater massages 
and other attractions. You can find even 
more adventures in the amusement park 
or participating in the entertainment 
programmes. 

TERME ČATEŽ, 
TERME VILLAGE - CAMP«««««

ADAC

TIPP
2018

20
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Terme Čatež
Topliška cesta 35, SI-8250 Brežice 

t +386 (0)7 620 78 10 
e info@terme-catez.si
www.terme-catez.si 

operating times: April - September

surface area: 4 ha
no. of units: 35 / no. of persons: 160

GPS: N 45.8903, E 15.6242

       

       

       

      

A UNIQUE ADVENTUROUS HOLIDAY 

An idyllic area for unique experiences awaits between the thermal springs and the lake. At 
Terme Čatež, you can experience life in the style of ancient Indian tribes or pirates on a 
lake while being only a few minutes’ walk away from the largest pool complex not only in 
Slovenia, but its surrounding areas. 

TERME ČATEŽ,  
TERME VILLAGE - INDIAN 
VILLAGE AND PIRATES BAY

FLOATING HOUSES 
AND INDIAN TENTS
The tents in the Indian Village will conjure 
up life in touch with nature in the style 
of ancient Indian tribes. The floating 
wooden cabins invite you to stay in Pirates 
Bay. Holiday accommodations made of 
natural materials are connected to land by 
a wooden bridge, while wooden terraces 
offer lake views. The furnishings in the 
tents and cabins offers a comfortable and 
pleasant holiday stay for all generations. 

ADAC

TIPP
2018

21
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Terme Ptuj
Pot v toplice 9, SI-2250 Ptuj 

t +386 (0)2 749 45 80
e kamp@terme-ptuj.si

www.sava-camping.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 1,8 ha
no. of pitches: 120 / no. of persons: 400

GPS: N 46.4227, E 15.8543

      

       

       

       

IN SLOVENIA’S OLDEST TOWN 

Only a throw away from the centre of Ptuj, Slovenia’s oldest town with the UNESCO 
protected Kurent Carnival Festival, lies a camp combining the closeness of the town, 
the luxuriousness of Terme Ptuj spa, and the natural beauty of the River Drava. In the 
modern recreational centre, which features motorhome, caravan, and tent pitches along 
with options for renting mobile homes and glamping in wine barrels, you can also choose 
half-board camping. 

CAMP TERME PTUJ««««

INSPIRATION FROM 
ROMAN TIMES
Campers can enjoy adventures in the 
thermal park with 14 indoor and outdoor 
pools, as well as relaxation in a unique 
Roman-style wellness centre in Grant 
Hotel Primus. Lovers of active holidays can 
venture to Lake Ptuj with possibilities for 
numerous water sports, or the Ptuj golf 
course. 

22
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Terme 3000
Kranjčeva ulica 12, SI-9226 Moravske Toplice

t +386 (0)2 512 12 00 
e recepcija.camp2@terme3000.si

www.sava-camping.com 

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 7 ha
no. of pitches: 430 / no. of persons: 860

GPS: N 46.6800, E 16.2205

       

       

      

     

BY THE SPRINGS OF BLACK THERMAL MINERAL 
WATER

The camp, operating as part of a natural health resort, offers unlimited entry to the 
experience complex with 11 indoor and outdoor pools. You can also choose half-board 
camping and enjoy a buffet breakfast and dinner in addition to swimming. The thermal 
spa also features solarium and saunas, wellness, massages, baths, and other services of 
the Thermalium medico-wellness centre. You mustn’t miss the unique experience of black 
thermal mineral water with beneficial effects. 

CAMP TERME 3000««««

ACTIVELY ON THE 
COURT OR BY BICYCLE 
In the sports and recreational 
centre, you can play tennis, football, 
basketball, or volleyball. Golf fans can 
enjoy the Livada golf course, which 
surrounds the thermal spa and camp 
with 18 playing fields. You can also 
explore the surrounding areas by 
cycling. Bicycles are available for rent. 

23
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Terme Banovci
Banovci 1a, SI-9241 Veržej 

t +386 (0)2 513 14 00 
e terme.banovci@terme-banovci.si 

www.sava-camping.com

operating times: 29. 3. − 3. 11.

 surface area: 5 ha
no. of pitches: 180 / no. of persons: 500

GPS: N 46.5714, E 16.1715

       

       

       

CAMP 
TERME LENDAVA«««

WHERE THREE COUNTRIES MEET 

Slovenia, Hungary, and Croatia meet in the area of picturesque Lendava Hills. Lendava, 
the town at the foot of the hills, is a place of paraffin thermal water. Guests of the camp 
next to Terme Lendava have unlimited access to eight pools with this medicinal water. 
They can benefit from the wellness, health, and food services. The campers can enjoy the 
comforts of the hotel resort – also by choosing the half-board option. 

Terme Lendava
Tomšičeva 2a, SI-9220 Lendava 

t +386 (0)2 577 44 00 
e info@terme-lendava.si

www.sava-camping.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 1 ha
no. of pitches: 90 / no. of persons: 200

GPS: N 46.5528, E 16.4595

       

       

       

  

CAMP 
SONČNI GAJ - 
TERME BANOVCI«««

OPEN ALSO TO NUDISTS

In Prlekija, a region on the west bank of the River Mura, the classic camp also offers a 
special camping area for nudists. Sončni gaj was the first European naturist camp by a 
thermal pool. In addition to the pools, visitors can enjoy the wellness centre, designed in 
the local Prlekija style, and the traditional Prlekija cuisine. You can also choose camping 
with buffet-style dinner and breakfast. 

25
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Glamping Sončna dolina Bioterme 
Moravci v Slovenskih goricah 34 b

SI-9243 Mala Nedelja 
t +386 (0)2 565 20 02 

e hotel@bioterme.si
www.bioterme.si 

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 1,7 ha
no. of units: 33 / no. of persons: 132

GPS: N 46.5146, E 16.0522

       

       

    

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN PRLEKIJA 

In the pristine landscape in the heart of Prlekija, close to the town of Ljutomer, you 
can find the joy of perfect privacy. The spacious terraces of glamping villas and tents 
offer views to the neighbouring forest and natural swimming pool. The luxurious 
accommodation, which comes with your own kitchen, sleeping space for two, four, or 
six person, and a thermal water bath on the terrace of some units, can be enhanced by 
renting a private sauna. 

GLAMPING SONČNA DOLINA
BIOTERME

RELAXATION IN THE 
THERMAL PARK 
The glamping village is located close 
to Hotel Bioterme****, the first 
environmentally friendly hotel with 
the ECO Daisy certificate in this part of 
Slovenia. The thermal park, with indoor 
and outdoor swimming pools with 
thermal water adds extra value to the 
glamping village. Here, you can enjoy 
saunas, fitness, wellness, and a hotel 
restaurant.

26
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CAMP POLJE«««

BETWEEN THE RIVER, THERMAL SPA,  
AND FORESTS 

The new camp by the River Krka and its tributary was built according to the latest 
camping standards. Fishing, boating, or visiting the neighbouring Terme Dolenjske 
Toplice health resort can accompany relaxation in the green natural environment. Cycling 
and hiking routes offer themselves to wanderings in the surrounding areas, in addition to 
special experiences, such as the photo hunt for bears in the Kočevje forests! 

Camp Polje
Meniška vas 47, SI-8350 Dolenjske Toplice 

t +386 (0)40 466 589
e info@kamp-polje.si
www.kamp-polje.si

operating times: 1. 4. − 31. 10.

 surface area: 1 ha
no. of pitches: 30 / no. of persons: 120

GPS: N 45.7673, E 15.0515

       

       

  

MOTORHOME 
REST AREA ŽALEC
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Vrbje, Ribnik Vrbje, SI-3310 Žalec 
t +386 (0)3 710 04 34, e zkst.tic@siol.net 
www.turizem-zalec.si

no. of pitches: 4 

GPS: N 46.2406, E 15.1593

          

        

27

TRAVEL GREEN 
IN SLOVENIA

All the water in Slovenia is 
clean and drinkable. 

We recommend 

using a refillable water 
bottle in Slovenia, 

since you can refill it with clean drinking water 

anywhere you go. In the summer months, 

Slovenian’s largest towns offer public water 

fountains in squares or parks to refill or drink 

water.
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COMBINE CAMPING AND 
THE BEST EXPERIENCES IN 

THERMAL PANNONIAN SLOVENIA
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RELAX IN THERMAL WATER.
This region of Slovenia boasts as many as 13 natural health resorts and even more spas. 
Wellness and selfness programmes, swimming, and water fun with water attractions 
are sure to provide you with a fantastic holiday.
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HEALTHY BY WATER.
Thermal Pannonian Slovenia is not 
only home to thermal and mineral 
waters, but also to the renowned 
mineral water brands Donat Mg 
and Radenska. In addition to 
the healthy waters, health resort 
programmes, preventive treatments 
and medicinal wellness, the health 
resort programmes include a 
beneficial climate and incorporate 
peat, medicinal clay and other natural 
materials.
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LOCAL TASTES.

The regional cuisine uses local ingredients and recipes that are 
hundreds of years old. The perfect way to round off your meal 
is with a glass of fine local wine from the Podravje and Posavje 
regions, the unique Slovenian wine cviček, or a beer brewed with 
locally-grown hops.

ENJOY YOUR STAY IN TOUCH WITH 
NATURE.

Whether you decide on a hotel in a spa or in a town, farm 
tourism, an apartment, camping or glamping, you’ll be in touch 
with nature throughout your stay. The environmental certificates 
of high-quality accommodation are a proof of this.

CASTLES AND 
MONASTERIES.
In addition to historic towns, Ptuj and 
Celje Castles, and the many castles of 
the Posavje region, you will also want 
to visit monasteries where monks 
have long traditions of growing herbs, 
cheese-making, chocolatemaking and 
much more.

˃ FIND YOUR INSPIRATION: www.slovenia.info
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MEDITERRANEAN 
& KARST 
SLOVENIA

Relaxation 
between the world-famous 

karst caves 
and the salt pans
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Mediterranean and Karst Slovenia combines the 
wonders of the karst world and the taste of traditional 
sea salt. The coastal towns show their beauty in the 
sun, while the green Istrian countryside offers a unique 
cuisine with olive oil and wild plxants, the town of 
Brda offers world-famous wines, and the Karst region 
reveals the secrets of underground caves, which are 
among the most popular in Europe. This area is also 
home to the renowned white Lipizzan horses. 

Here you can camp not only close to the Adriatic Sea 
with all its luxury for an active holiday, but also close 
to surprising attractions, under a climbing wall, a 
paragliding runway, above the entrance to a karst cave, 
and among the vineyards of one of the best European 
destinations according to Lonely Planet! 
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Camping Adria
Jadranska cesta 25, SI-6280 Ankaran 

t +386 (0)5 663 73 50
e camp@adria-ankaran.si

www.adria-ankaran.si/si/kamp

operating times: 6.4. − 14.10. & 19.10. – 1.4. 
(motorhome rest area only)

surface area: 7,5 ha
no. of pitches: 450 / no. of persons: 1.200

GPS: N 45.5776, E 13.7354

       

       

       

       

   

IN FRAGRANT NATURE BY THE SEASIDE 

One of the best camps on the Slovenian coast, close to Koper and Trst, will win over even 
the most demanding campers. It is located right by the sea and features a wide beach with 
shade and piers. The camping pitches are shaded by Mediterranean vegetation. Due to the 
mild climate, the walking paths can be enjoyed all year round. The camp has two outdoor 
pools – Olympic size and a children’s pool, along with a wellness centre with indoor 
heated seawater pools and a massage centre.

CAMPING ADRIA««««

EXCELLENT FOR 
FAMILIES AND 
HOLIDAY GOERS 
The camp offers organised 
entertainment for children. Secure 
paths and playground make it ideal for 
families with small children. Mobile 
homes offer a comfortable stay. The 
camp serves as an excellent starting 
point for visiting Istria and all of 
Slovenia.

29
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Mediterranean oasis 
with the scent of pines 

and the sea view.

Information and reservations:
Camping: 00386 5 66 37 350  |  camp@adria-ankaran.si

Hotel and apartments: 00386 5 66 37 300  |  hotel@adria-ankaran.si

The greenest camping on the Slovenian coast 
with more than 1500 trees

Pet friendly camping.
Awarded several times by choice of guests.
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CAMP 
PARK LIJAK««

UNDER THE FRIENDLY SKY 

In this camp, located close to Nova Gorica, your eyes will be drawn to the sky, filled with 
paragliders. Due to the Mediterranean climate, tandem paragliding flights are possible 
all year round, as well as guided tours across Trnovo Forest Plateau, and cycling tours 
among the Vipava valley vineyards, all the way to the sea. Wanderings in the Soča River 
Valley, water sports, and wine tastings will turn camping in Ozeljan into an unforgettable 
experience. 

Park Lijak Camping
Ozeljan 6a, SI-5261 Šempas 

t +386 (0)5 308 85 57 
e info@camplijak.com
www.parklijak.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 1 ha
no. of pitches: 60 / no. of persons: 240

GPS: N 45.9419, E 13.7176

       

       

      

MOTORHOME 
REST AREA KOPER
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Motorhome rest area Koper, Kolodvorska cesta, SI-6000 Koper
t 080 81 20, +386 (0)31 661 216, e parkirisce@marjeticakoper.si
www.marjeticakoper.si/sl/dejavnosti/parkirisca/
postajalisce-za-avtodome/

no. of pitches: 37 

GPS: N 45.5376, E 13.7380

          

        

CAMP LUCIJA
«««	
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Camp Lucija, Seča 204, SI-6320 Portorož
t +386 (0)5 690 60 00, e camp.lucija@h-bernardin.si 
www.camp-lucija.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 6 ha / no. of pitches: 550 / no. of persons: 1000

GPS: N 45.5020, E 13.6006
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CAMPSITE 
AJDOVŠČINA«««

ACTIVE AND FAMILY HOLIDAYS 

In a pine forest in Ajdovščina, there is a camp with amazing natural scenery. The centre of 
the ancient historic town is only 5 minutes’ walk away, and attractive paths can help you 
discover Vipava Valley and Trnovo Forest Plateau. In the summer, the camp guests have 
free entrance to the large outdoor swimming pool. Children can enjoy their own pool and 
entertainment, and sports infrastructure is available. 

Campsite Ajdovščina
Cesta 5. maja 14, SI-5270 Ajdovščina 

t +386 (0)51 442 553
e recepcija@zs-ajdovscina.si

www.zs-ajdovscina.si/kamp

operating times: 1. 4. − 31. 10.

 surface area: 7 ha
no. of pitches: 50 / no. of persons: 200

GPS: N 45.8913, E 13.9014

       

       

   

SAKSIDA, 
WINE & CAMPING 
RESORT«««

A HOLIDAY AMONG THE VINEYARDS 

In the midst of Vipava Valley, one of the best European destinations according to Lonely 
Planet, you can enjoy the best of the crossroads between the Alpine and Mediterranean 
worlds! Home-made wines and top-quality cuisine will give you strength for hiking and 
cycling, as well as water sports on the Vipava and Soča rivers. A pool is located next to the 
culinary house, mobile homes are available. 

Saksida, Wine & Camping Resort
Zalošče 12 a, SI-5294 Dornberk

t +386 (0)5 301 78 53
e info@vinasaksida.com
www.vinasaksida.com

operating times: 1. 3. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 1,3 ha
no. of pitches: 35 / no. of persons: 130

GPS: N 45.8903, E 13.7473
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CAMP TURA«««

IN THE HEART OF VIPAVA VALLEY 

In the heart of Vipava Valley, one of the 10 best European destinations in 2018 according 
to Lonely Planet, lies camp Tura, with a natural climbing wall operating all year round. 
It also features an artificial climbing wall, a boules court, two tennis courts, as well as 
football pitch, handball and basketball courts. Children can enjoy the playground, while 
the camp guests can experience the famous home-made wine and food at tastings.

Camp Tura
Gradišče pri Vipavi 14 A, SI-5271Vipava

t +386 (0)5 993 00 67
e info@kamp-tura.si
www.kamp-tura.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 3 ha
no. of pitches: 40 / no. of persons: 160

GPS: N 45.8322, E 13.9710
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THEODOSIUS 
FOREST VILLAGE
IN THE WORLD OF BEAUTY AND SERENITY 

With a charming view of Vipava Valley, amidst the pine trees, visitors are welcomed by 
modern wooden cottages, designed for year-round pampering. Simply relax, or discover 
the paradise beauty of the valley on foot or by bicycle, enjoying its superb wines and 
culinary delicacies. The cottages are an excellent starting point for trips across Karst all 
the way to the sea, River Soča, Triglav National Park, or elsewhere in Slovenia.

Theodosius Forest Village
Vrhpolje 80b, SI-5271 Vipava 

t +386 (0)31 308 473
e info@theodosius.si
www.theodosius.si
www.theodosius.eu

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

 surface area: 1 ha 
no. of units: 5+1 / no. of persons: 10+5

GPS: N 45.8675, E 13.9657
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CAMPSITE 
PIVKA JAMA«««

DESCEND INTO A KARST CAVE 

Only three kilometres from the world famous Postojna Cave, next to the connected Pivka 
Cave, the campsite works as the best starting point to discover the beauties of the Karst. 
Right next to the camp, stairs have been cut into the rock, down which a guide will lead 
you to Pivka Cave. The excellently furnished camping areas are supplemented by sports 
grounds, as well as a swimming and children’s pool. 

Campsite Pivka jama
Veliki Otok 50, SI-6230 Postojna

t +386 (0)5 720 39 93
e avtokamp.pivka.jama@siol.net

www.camping-postojna.si

operating times: 15. 4. − 31. 10.

 surface area: 7,5 ha
no. of pitches: 250 / no. of persons: 650

GPS: N 45.8048, E 14.2042 

       

       

     

CAMP DUJČEVA DOMAČIJA 38
 

  

Camp Dujčeva domačija, Škoflje 33, SI-6217 Vremski Britof
t +386 (0)5 762 53 05, e info@dujceva.si 
www.dujceva.si

operating times: 1. 4. − 30. 9.

surface area: 3 ha / no. of pitches: 30 / no. of persons: 90 

GPS: N 45.6553, E 14.0249

          

  

CAMP UNDER THE OAKS
« 
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Camp Under the Oaks (Pod hrasti), Žapuže 43, SI-5270 Ajdovščina 
t +386 (0)41 426 197, e info@oakly.eu 
www.oakly.eu

operating times: 28. 4. − 31. 12.

surface area: 0,3 ha / no. of pitches: 30 / no. of persons: 90 

GPS: N 45.8789, E 13.9206
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COMBINE CAMPING 
AND THE BEST EXPERIENCES IN 

MEDITERRANEAN & KARST SLOVENIA

Po
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NOBLE HORSES.
After you’ve seen the oldest stud farm of the white Lipizzaner 
horses in Lipica, why not treat yourself to the Lipica Classical 
Riding School show, a museum visit, horseback riding or a 
carriage ride?
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KARST’S UNESCO 
HERITAGE.

The Škocjan Caves are a part of 
UNESCO’s world heritage and are a 
diverse cave system with the largest 
underground canyon in the world. 
Visitors cross a bridge 50 metres 
above an underground river to see the 
underground canyon in the Škocjan 
Caves. The park nearby the caves 
boasts all the characteristics of the 
Classical Karst.

Li
pi

ca
 

WORLD FAMOUS.
Hop aboard a train on the oldest cave railway in the world, which will take 
you deep underground to see the cave formations of the Postojna Cave, 
the most visited Karst cave in Europe. Another holder of a world record is 
nearby: the Predjama Castle built within a 123 metre cave mouth.
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URBAN IN A 
MEDITERRANEAN 
FASHION.
Discover the two completely different 
medieval towns of Piran and Koper. 
Learn about medicinal traditions and 
Izola’s fishing tradition or stroll along 
Portorož’s cosmopolitan promenade. 
Or head to Istria, the green hinterland 
of the coastal towns.

Iz
ol

a

TRADITIONAL SALT PANS.
Visit the Sečovje Salt Pans, the oldest active salt pans in the world. 
Take a bike ride to the Museum of Salt Making and relax in the 
outdoor wellness centre right on the salt pans.

FOR THOSE LOOKING FOR 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
Štanjel will enchant you with Max Fabiani’s architecture. You 
will love Brda, a land of intoxicating moments, with its world-
renowned wines and cuisine. The Vipava Valley with its traditional 
orchards and vineyards reaches Nova Gorica, a casino town by the 
Italian border.

˃ FIND YOUR INSPIRATION: www.slovenia.info
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LJUBLJANA 
& CENTRAL 
SLOVENIA

A lively time 
in the capital, 

and green throughout  
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Ljubljana and Central Slovenia are an excellent starting 
point to fall in love with everything Slovenia has to 
offer. The capital, the name of which in Slovenian 
sounds like “loved one”, lives with a thousand faces of 
urban culture and art, festivals, and events. It connects 
to the marshes, where the world’s oldest wheel was 
discovered. The green paths criss-crossing Central 
Slovenia lead to UNESCO heritage places of humanity 
and to ancient forests! 

Camps in this area invite you to discover the Kamnik–
Savinja Alps with all the options for outdoor activities, 
wanderings across the Kočevsko and Bela Krajina 
regions, where you can enjoy the adventures on 
Slovenia’s warmest river, and getting to know the 
European Green Capital of 2016. You can discover 
Ljubljana on foot, by bike, boat rides, or even by stand-
up paddle boarding on the River Ljubljanica! 

Lj
ub

lja
na
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Ljubljana Resort
Dunajska cesta 270, SI-1000 Ljubljana

t +386 (0)1 589 01 30
e resort@gpl.si

www.ljubljanaresort.si

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 5 ha
no. of pitches: 177 / no. of persons: 600

GPS: N 46.0975, E 14.5190

       

       

       

       

    

THE GREEN OASIS IN THE CAPITAL CITY 

The tourist-relaxation centre Ljubljana Resort (Ježica) on the outskirts of Slovenia’s 
capital stretches over five hectares of green areas under tall trees at the bank of the 
River Sava. The old town centre, easily accessible by bus or bicycle, is only 4.5 kilometres 
away. In addition to the camp, where you can rent mobile homes, there is also a 
hotel, restaurant, the best summer swimming pool in Slovenia with numerous water 
attractions, a large fitness centre, and beach volleyball courts. 

LJUBLJANA RESORT««««

EXPLORE LJUBLJANA, 
ENJOY RECREATION
In addition to exploring the 
attractions of Ljubljana, the resort 
offers a wide range of recreation 
possibilities: fishing on the River Sava, 
tennis, golf, cycling, hiking, horse 
riding, kayaking, and canoeing. The 
camp, which is close to the city bypass, 
is also a perfect starting point for day 
trips anywhere in Slovenia. 

40
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CAMP 
SMLEDNIK«««

BY THE LAKE AMONG HISTORIC TOWNS 

Just 20 kilometres from Ljubljana and 10 kilometres from the historic Kranj and Škofja 
Loka, the natural beauty of Lake Zbilje amazes visitors. In the camp, operational for 
over half a century, you can relax by playing tennis, volleyball, table tennis, boules, or an 
outdoor chess match. An interesting feature of the camp is a separate part for nudists – 
with separate facilities and beach. 
 

Camp Smlednik
Dragočajna 14a, SI-1216 Smlednik 

t +386 (0)1 362 70 02
e camp@dm-campsmlednik.si
www.dm-campsmlednik.si

operating times: 1. 5. − 15. 10.

 surface area: 4,5 ha
no. of pitches: 99 / no. of persons: 400

GPS: N 46.1744, E 14.4161

      

       

   

CAMP JEZERO 
KOČEVSKO«««

IN THE LAND OF MYSTERIOUS FORESTS 

Kočevsko is the secret forest of Slovenia, and camp Jezero with its wooden cabins, 
motorhome parking sports, pitches, and parcels is an excellent choice for exploring its 
beauties. In the summer, Lake Kočevje offers relaxation by rowing, stand-up paddle 
boarding, sailing, while rafting and other adrenaline sports are available on the nearby 
River Kolpa. The camp reception, located in a typical Slovenian hayrack, is the right 
starting point for any adventure.

Camp Jezero Kočevsko
Trdnjava 3, SI-1330 Kočevje 

t +386 (0)31 699 600
e camp.jezero@kocevsko.com

www.kocevsko.com

operating times: 1. 4. − 31. 10.

 surface area: 0,35 ha
no. of pitches: 24 / no. of persons: 100

GPS: N 45.6443, E 14.8706
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Camping Bela krajina (Podzemelj)
Škrilje 11, SI- 8332 Gradac

t +386 (0)7 306 95 72
e info@camping-belakrajina.si
www.camping-belakrajina.si

operating times: 19. 4. − 29. 9.

surface area: 3 ha
no. of pitches: 100 / no. of persons: 400

GPS: N 45.6042, E 15.2762

       

       

       

      

RELAXATION BY THE WARM RIVER KOLPA

Village Podzemelj has always been known for its natural bathing area by Slovenia’s 
warmest river, the Kolpa. Here, spacious pitches for tents, motorhomes, and caravans 
are available under the canopies of trees. You can also rent a mobile home to stay in, or 
treat yourself to an extraordinary glamping experience in Celtic chalets with a sauna. The 
peaceful Kolpa is ideal for swimming, kayaking, canoeing, or the increasingly popular 
stand-up paddle boarding. 

CAMPING BELA KRAJINA – 
PODZEMELJ««««

FOR EASY-GOING 
WANDERINGS
The camp features a climbing adrenaline 
park, sports grounds, and children’s 
playgrounds with provided free 
entertainment. The surrounding area 
is perfect for relaxing and easy-going 
wanderings either on foot or by rented 
bicycles and electric bicycles. The camp 
restaurant offers local cuisine, beer, and 
high-quality wine of the south Slovenia 
regions. 

43
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CAMPING BELA KRAJINA – 
GLAMPING CELTIC CHALETS

 
44

  

Keltske hiške (Celtic Chalets), Škrilje 11, SI- 8332 Gradac 
t +386 (0)7 306 95 72, e info@camping-belakrajina.si
www.camping-belakrajina.si

operating times: 19. 4. − 29. 9.

surface area: 3 ha / no. of units: 3 / no. of persons: 6 

GPS: N 45.6042, E 15.2762

          

         

CAMPING BELA KRAJINA – 
MOTORHOME REST AREA  45

  

Camping Bela krajina (Podzemelj), Škrilje 11, SI- 8332 Gradac
t +386 (0)7 306 95 72, e info@camping-belakrajina.si
www.camping-belakrajina.si

operating times: 28. 4. − 31. 12.

no. of pitches: 20 

GPS: N 45.6042, E 15.2762

          

      

GLAMPING 
KOLPA RESORT
100-PERCENT NATURAL IN BELA KRAJINA 

Accommodation in luxurious air-conditioned tents and wooden cottages is enhanced by 
the pleasures of swimming in a natural pool. The area of what used to be a castle is only 
a stone’s throw from the River Kolpa, one of the warmest rivers in Slovenia, where you 
can enjoy swimming and rafting. Glamping guests can rent kayaks, bicycles and stand-up 
paddle boarding equipment free of charge. The glamping area features vegetable beds, an 
open-air library, and a fire pit for socialising in the evening. An adrenaline park, cycling 
and hiking trails are nearby, allowing you to discover the whimsical Bela krajina. 

Glamping Kolpa Resort
Krasinec 1, SI-8332 Gradac

t +386 (0)31 877 754
e info@minisport.si

www.kolpa-resort.si

operating times: 26. 4. − 30. 9.

 surface area: 0,8 ha
no. of units: 10 / no. of persons: 40

GPS: N 45.5929, E 15.2740

       

   

46
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CAMP RESNIK 
KAMNIK««

IN THE MEDIEVAL TOWN 
UNDER THE MOUNTAINS

Only 500 metres from the picturesque medieval Kamnik, a friendly meadow awaits in 
the shelter of tall trees, featuring everything you need for pleasant camping with a tent 
or motorhome. The capital of Slovenia is only 25 km away, with the airport only 15 km 
away. The picturesque Velika Planina Pasture looms above the town, and numerous other 
attractions of the heart of Slovenia are nearby. 

Camp Resnik Kamnik
Nevlje 1a, SI-1240 Kamnik 

t +386 (0)1 831 73 14, +386 (0)41 435 380 
e info@kampresnik.com
www.kampresnik.com

operating times: 1. 5. − 30. 9.

 surface area: 1 ha
no. of pitches: 100 / no. of persons: 300

GPS: N 46.2280, E 14.6191

       

       

      

SLOVENIA ECO RESORT
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Slovenia Eco resort, Godič 45P, SI-1242 Stahovica
t +386 (0)30 462 407, e info@sloveniaecoresort.com
www.sloveniaecoresort.com

operating times: 1. 1. − 31. 12.

surface area: 4 ha / no. of units: 25 / no. of persons: 98 

GPS: N 46.2531, E 14.6063

          

  

47

TRAVEL GREEN IN SLOVENIA

The Slovenian language has 
helped preserve Slovenian 
culture and sovereignty for 

millennia. 
Our language uses the T-V distinction between 

informal and formal address (tikanje and vikanje) 

and is one of the few that preserved the loving 

dual grammatical number. Try to learn some 

basic words and phrases that will bring smiles 

to the faces of your Slovenian hosts everywhere 

in the country (hello = dober dan, thank you = 

hvala, how are you = kako si, this is very good = 

to je zelo dobro).
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COMBINE CAMPING 
AND THE BEST EXPERIENCES IN 

LJUBLJANA & CENTRAL SLOVENIA

Ve
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A SHEPHERD’S LOVE.
While strolling through the old town centre of Kamnik or hiking to Velika planina,  
taste typical Kamnik dishes, including trnič cheese, which used to represent a 
shepherd’s profession of love for a girl from the valley.

Lj
ub

lja
na

MOST URBAN.
Discover Plečnik’s Ljubljana in the 
centre of Slovenia. Hike to the castle, 
take a boat trip down the river, visit 
museums and galleries, and enjoy 
festivals and other events. 

64|
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ANCIENT 
PILEDWELLERS.
The Ljubljana Marshes, with their 
remains of ancient piledwellers’ 
culture and the oldest wooden 
wheel in the world, are a part of the 
UNESCO heritage. Several paths and 
educational trails wind through the 
marshland.
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MYSTERIOUS FORESTS.

Discover the pristine nature and primeval forests of Kočevje 
during short or multi-day hikes on well-marked trails. Taste 
Kočevje forest honey with its Protected Designation of Origin 
certificate.

INSPIRED BY THE RIVER.

Kolpa is Slovenia’s warmest river, with ample opportunities for 
water sports, and is one of Slovenia’s European Destinations of 
Excellence. The area where three regions and five nationalities 
come together will fascinate you with its folk traditions.

˃ FIND YOUR INSPIRATION: www.slovenia.info
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GETTING TO AND AROUND SLOVENIA
SO DIFFERENT. 
SO ACCESSIBLE!

Everything is nearby in the only 
European country where the Alps, 
the Mediterranean, the Karst and the 
Pannonian Plain meet. It is only up to 
a two-hour drive from the capital and 
Central Slovenia to even the most remote 
corners of Slovenia. This means that you 
can experience four different worlds in 
a single day in Slovenia. But even a brief 
encounter with each of them fuels the 
desire to spend more time discovering its 
special features and to return to Slovenia.

EASY ACCESS

Slovenia is situated in Central Europe 
and borders Italy, Austria, Hungary and 
Croatia. It is only a few hour drive away 
from Venice or Vienna. Slovenia is easily 
accessible from all neighbouring countries, 
as it has good road and rail connections, 
with daily flights from many European 
cities. Since it is a coastal country, you can 
also get to Slovenia by sea.

FLY TO A NEARBY PLACE

Distances between nearby airports and 

Ljubljana:

• Venice, Italy • 240 km 

• Zagreb, Croatia • 140 km

• Trieste, Italy • 100 km 

• Vienna, Austria • 380 km

• Klagenfurt, Austria • 100 km 

• Graz, Austria • 190 km
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TO SLOVENIA BY CAR OR 
MOTOR HOME

A car allows the easiest way to travel 
around the country. For driving on 
motorways, it is mandatory for you to 
have a vignette. If you choose to come to 
Slovenia by car, here are some useful tips 
on road use in Slovenia and what items 
you will need.

The following speed limits apply on 
Slovenian roads:
•	built-up/residential area 50 km/h
•	 regional roads 90 km/h
•	 express roads 110 km/h
•	motorways 130 km/h

Among the traffic regulations you should 
note the obligatory use of dipped (low-
beam) headlights even during daytime 
driving. Use of fog lights is permitted 
only where visibility is reduced to less than 
50 metres. The driver and all passengers 
in the vehicle must wear seat belts. You 
must carry in your car the obligatory 
equipment, which includes a safety 
triangle, a spare set of lights, a first aid kit 
and a reflective vest. From 15 November 
to 15 March your vehicle must have 
winter equipment – winter tyres with a 
profile of at least 3 mm or summer tyres 
and snow chains in the boot (trunk). The 
maximum permitted blood alcohol level 
for drivers is 0.5 parts per thousand. 
Since alcohol breath tests for drivers are 
very common, it is better to not drink 
anything.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Avto moto zveza Slovenije – AMZS 
provides 24-hour assistance and towing. If 
you break down, call 1987.

VEHICLE RENTAL
You can rent a car at specialised agencies 
in towns and at airports. Fleets comprise 
vehicles of various categories. To rent a car 
you need to be at least 21 years old and 
have held a driving licence for at least two 
years. Some car rental agencies require 
a young driver surcharge payment for 
drivers aged between 21 and 25.

VIGNETTE FOR SLOVENIAN 
MOTORWAYS FOR VEHICLES 
UNDER 3.5 TONNES
Motor cycles, private cars and vans 
whose maximum permitted weight 
does not exceed 3.5 tons must display 
a vignette to use all Slovenian 
motorways and those express roads 
managed and maintained by the toll road 
operator You can purchase vignettes 
at all petrol stations in Slovenia and 
in neighbouring countries as well 
as at branches of national and foreign 
automobile clubs, at post offices in 
Slovenia and at some kiosks. Do not risk 
driving on the motorways without the 
vignette sticker, since the penalties are 
severe.

More information about vignette: 
www.dars.si/tolling 

1

1. Alpine Slovenia
2. Mediterranean & Karst Slovenia
3. Thermal Pannonian Slovenia
4. Ljubljana & Central Slovenia3

4

2

DARSGO – A NEW TOLL 
SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES OVER 
3.5 TONNES
On 1 April 2018 a new method for toll 
payment based on the new DarsGo 
electronic toll system in free traffic flow 
has entered into force for all vehicles 
exceeding 3.5 tonnes in weight (lorries, 
motor homes and coaches). The 
Slovenian motorway network can only 
be used by those heavy vehicles that 
are registered in the system and that 
carry the DarsGo device, which can 
not be transferable between vehicles. In 
the DarsGo system, toll charging is fully 
automated and based on the distance 
travelled. Do not risk driving on the 
motorways without the DarsGo device, 
since the penalties are severe.

More information about DarsGo:
www.darsgo.si

More information about getting to and 
around Slovenia: 

 east - west: 300 km or 3 hours drive

 c
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www.slovenia.info
#ifeelsLOVEnia

SLOVENIA. Green. Active. Healthy.

SPECIAL FEATURES 
SLOVENIA CULTURE
• 50.000 year-old (or more) Neanderthal flute found in the Divje Babe Cave
• 5.000 year-old (or more) wooden wheel with an axle from the Ljubljana Marshes
• 5 centuries of the oldest grapevine in the world from Maribor
• 6 UNESCO sites of natural, cultural, and intangible heritage
• 150 and more castles
• 500 years from the first Slovenian printed books
• 500 years of operation of the oldest Slovenian mine in Idrija
• the 1950s in Ljubljana and the birth of the icons of graphic art and festival tradition
• 50 years of uninterrupted work by the giant of architecture – Jože Plečnik
• the 5th year-long season of cultural events, intertwined with the four seasons
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Welcome to Bela krajina!
Let yourself be surprised by the kind-heartedness of people and beautiful

interlacement of nature and culture. Pamper yourself in the unspoiled Kolpa

River, taste the dishes of Bela krajina and drink a glass of high quality wine.

• 100km from Ljubljana

• clean and warm Kolpa River, suitable

for swimming and boating

• well-organised biking and hiking trails

• small family camps next to the river

• hospitality of local providers

• two regional parks

• option of visiting wine cellars with wine tastings

• craft workshops

• local gastronomic offer Taste of Bela krajina

• visit art collections

• overnight stays in glamping houses

• unspoiled nature

• traditional events

32 4 5
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European
Destinations

Of Excellence
2010

Photo: 1 Camp Bela krajina Podzemelj 2 Prus Wine Cellar 3 Kojzice viewpoint, (Photo: Jošt Gantar, www.slovenia.info), (Photo: Tomo Jeseničnik, www.slovenia.info),

(Photo: Jan Kocjan). (Foto: Andrej Tarfila, www.slovenia.info (Foto: Tomo Jeseničnik, www.slovenia.info)4 Belokranjsko izročilo Gallery, Črnomelj ), 5 DC-3 Plane Monument belakrajina.si
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• 5 centuries of the oldest grapevine in the world from Maribor
• 6 UNESCO sites of natural, cultural, and intangible heritage
• 150 and more castles
• 500 years from the first Slovenian printed books
• 500 years of operation of the oldest Slovenian mine in Idrija
• the 1950s in Ljubljana and the birth of the icons of graphic art and festival tradition
• 50 years of uninterrupted work by the giant of architecture – Jože Plečnik
• the 5th year-long season of cultural events, intertwined with the four seasons
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